Location:
Client:
Projects:

Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport (SHA)
Shanghai Airport Authority (SAA)
Multiple (Undertaken by SPS staff while previously employed by others)

Numerous SPS staff have worked on multiple projects for the SAA at SHA.
SHA services were directed and executed by SPS CEO when employed as CEO and SAA
Client Officer of another firm, and by other SPS Principals and staff when they were employed
by others. The President of SPS (Shanghai) Ltd. was a key member of the SAA management
team overseeing the planning and design of the SHA development program. The services
provided for SHA (Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport) by SPS staff included:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Master Planning
Advanced Airfield/Apron Layout and Terminal Planning - Current/Ultimate
Terminal 2 Concept and Functional Design
T2-GTC Development Area Land Use Concept
T1 Reconfiguration and Planning
T2 Concourse Expansion Study
Terminal Resource Study
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Location:
Shanghai, China
Airport:
Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport (SHA)
Client:
Shanghai Airport Authority (SAA)
Project Title: SHA Master Planning
Year:
2005-2008
Key Staff:
Jeff Thomas, Qianlin Li, Xiang Huang, Doug Goldberg, Sheila Thomas (while
employed by others)

Mr. Thomas, while employed as CEO and China Group Leader/SAA Client Officer for another
firm, provided leadership and professional expertise to assist the SAA to prepare the Master Plan
to double the capacity of the Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport after winning an
international design competition for the master plan and terminal area design. This highly
constrained 13 square kilometer airport site was planned for redevelopment to include a scheme
for a second close parallel runway and expanded passenger and cargo terminals to cope with a
long-term target capacity of 40 million passengers per annum and one million tonnes of air cargo.
The airport planning was performed in close coordination with the SAA, CACC, airline and air
traffic control operations specialists. Qianlin Li lead the airside simulation and aircraft operational
analysis, Doug Goldberg lead the detailed airfield configuration planning, and Sheila Thomas lead
the land use planning, while with another firm.
This project involved the expansion of an operational facility, which required planning
development coordination to define a sequence of improvements that minimize operational
impacts to both airlines and passengers during construction. SHA is now effectively operating at
passenger activity level in excess of its planned design capacity.
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Location:
Airport:
Client:
Project Title:
Year:
Key Staff:

Shanghai, China
Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport (SHA)
Shanghai Airport Authority (SAA)
Advanced Airfield/Apron and Terminal Planning
2006-2008
Jeff Thomas, Qianlin Li, Sheila Thomas (while with others) Huang Xiang (while with SAA)

Changes in planning conditions and operational assumptions after the approval of the proposed
SHA Master Plan compiled by CACC warranted an advanced planning process to refine the
approved Master Plan to accommodate updated terminal site flexibility while ensuring enhanced
operational capabilities. The Hongli Canal, which had been a major site constraint, had been
approved for relocation to open the land available for the additional development of the Hongqiao
Integrated Transportation Hub. Developed to house high speed rail, Maglev, Metro, and public
bus transportation at one single location providing passengers multiple transportation service to
Shanghai Metropolitan Area and the greater Yangtze River Delta Region.

Jeff Thomas lead the team for the Advanced Airfield/Terminal Planning refinements and
comprehensive conceptual design of a closely spaced second parallel runway with a new western
terminal complex which integrated new T2 with the multi-modal Hongqiao Transport Hub.
Conceptual design was initiated in late spring 2006, construction initiated in early 2007, and the
full airfield and terminal expansion was complete and operational in February 2010 in preparation
for the Shanghai World Expo.
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Location:
Airport:
Client:
Project Title:
Year:
Key Staff:

Shanghai, China
Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport (SHA)
Shanghai Airport Authority (SAA)
Terminal 2 Concept and Functional Design
2006-2008
Jeff Thomas, Qianlin Li, (while employed by others), Huang Xiang (while with SAA)

Jeff Thomas led the team for the successfully proposed comprehensive and integrated design
concept for the new west terminal (SHA T2), which was approved by the airport, government,
expert panel, airlines and relevant Shanghai governmental departments.

Hongqiao T2 conceptual planning and design was an integrated detailed analysis of the airport
passenger and aircraft statistics, airlines market share, aircraft movements in peak
month/day/hour and future forecast of 21MAP, 30MAP and 40MAP levels. This analysis formed
the resulting detailed terminal functional requirements: aircraft gate quantities by use and aircraft
type, passenger check-in, baggage transferring, ID check, security and baggage claim. Terminal
space programming was confirmed based on monitoring of the passenger behavior
characteristics and average processing rates to review and define passenger flows and terminal
functional layout, apron concourse configurations, parking gates and boarding bridges layouts for
efficient passenger flows, walking distance, and inter-change modes in order to improve
passenger service levels.
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Location:
Airport:
Client:
Project Title:
Year:
Key Staff:

Shanghai, China
Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport (SHA)
Shanghai Airport Authority (SAA)
T2-GTC Development Area Land Use Concept
2006-2008
Jeff Thomas, QIANLIN Li, Xiang Huang , Sheila Thomas (while employed by L&B)

This plan features the world’s first truly Integrated multi-modal transportation facility, and will serve
maglev, high speed rail, inter-city rail, metro rail subway, and local and regional transit bus
systems, in addition to the expansion of Shanghai’s downtown airport for origination and
destination passengers in the Yangtze River Delta Region. The unique ground-air modal
connectivity was forecasted, and priority mode changes were identified based on analysis of
existing traffic data and patterns, team proposed development densities at identified locations for
economic zones, and forecasts of future traffic characteristics.
SPS Principals led the team’s development of the transportation roadway network and planning
the airport adjacent 13 square kilometer land use re-development area to serve the combination
of passenger flows and economic market development within the already congested roadway
system in the Hongqiao area of Shanghai.
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